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Summary

Background
During the Cold War, the reserve components (RC) were viewed primarily as a strategic reserve—an expansion force and a repository for
capabilities that might be needed in support of major combat operations. In response to recent operational demands, the Army reorganized its forces based on a modular unit construct and implemented a
cyclic activation and deployment model under the rubric of the Army
Force Generation model. The Secretary of Defense’s objective is for
active component (AC) units to have a deploy-to-dwell ratio of 1:2.
Both the Army Reserve and Army National Guard were reorganized
to fill the role of an operational reserve, with an expected activation-todwell ratio of 1:5.
In recognition of these new demands, the Army made significant
adjustments to its AC and RC forces, adjusting and rebalancing authorizations within and across components and converting many positions from military to civilian. Even with these adjustments, however,
the current levels of deployment/mobilization of the active and reserve
components are believed to exceed planning objectives. Furthermore,
although future mission demands are uncertain, many believe that
they will be higher than pre-9/11 levels.
Given these beliefs, DoD needs to determine whether further
adjustments in force mix and utilization guidelines are needed. The
goal of this study was to assess the utilization of Army active and reserve
forces and to analyze policy options to adjust the balance and mix of
capabilities and assist achievement of planning objectives for deploy-
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ment and mobilization of Army forces. We examined three underlying
questions:
• Are some personnel being deployed/mobilized more than others?
Which occupational categories are most-heavily and least-heavily
deployed/mobilized?
• Do these rates of utilization exceed the planning objectives set by
the Secretary of Defense?
• How much could high rates of utilization be reduced if the Army
rebalanced its forces from areas where utilization rates are low to
areas where utilization rates are high?
To answer these questions, we reviewed DoD policy for managing the active and reserve components and identified different measures of utilization. We then examined the variation in utilization of
capabilities across Army components and considered ways in which the
Army could adjust the balance of capabilities to rebalance the burden
of deployment/mobilization on Army personnel.
Measuring Service Member Deploy-to-Dwell and
Activation-to-Dwell Ratios
The Secretary of Defense has outlined planning objectives that set individuals’ expectations for the extent to which they will be deployed/
activated. For AC personnel, the expectation is that, for every year that
an individual is deployed, he or she will spend two years at home station. For RC personnel, the expectation is that, for every year that an
individual is mobilized, he or she will spend five years demobilized.
Current levels of use of both the active and reserve components are
believed to exceed these goals. Given the importance of the planning
objectives for the individual service member’s use, it is important that
DoD understand whether it is meeting its goals.
While conceptually straightforward, accurately measuring these
statistics for individuals is not trivial. The central challenge is that, in
order to identify whether individuals exceed the planning objective,
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their experience must be measured over a period of time. However,
at a specific point in time, there are many individuals for whom not
enough time has yet elapsed to determine whether they will exceed
the planning objective. In other words, some individuals have not yet
exceeded planning objectives but will eventually do so. Similarly, some
individuals have had lengthy deployments/activations but have not
yet had sufficient dwell time to offset these deployments and activations. Developing component-wide measures of deploy-to-dwell and
activation-to-dwell ratios requires assumptions about the extent to
which individuals who have not exceeded the planning objectives will
eventually do so and the extent to which individuals who have exceeded
the planning objectives will eventually fall within these guidelines.
Therefore, while metrics and databases do exist to provide information on deployment, activation, and dwell histories, reliable metrics
that describe the extent to which individual service members will meet
or exceed the planning objectives do not yet exist. Furthermore, developing a predictive model of deployment and mobilization for individuals is beyond the scope of this current analysis. However, doing so
remains a significant task for future research, since it is critical that
DoD and the services understand how well they are (or are not) doing
in managing the force.
Current Utilization of Army Capabilities
Our analysis focuses on current utilization of service members by component, occupational category, and career field. Our assumption is that
current utilization of a skill reflects the demand for that skill. Since we
cannot measure deploy-to-dwell and activation-to-dwell ratios by skill
group, we focus on four different statistics that measure utilization.
Each captures a slightly different aspect of deployment/mobilization.
Our analysis suggests that the Army Reserve is the most unbalanced of the components—that is, the extent to which service members
in its high-utilization career fields are currently mobilized is disproportionately high relative to the component average. However, this imbalance is not limited to the Army Reserve. In fact, several career fields are
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highly utilized in multiple components. Therefore, it could be difficult
to successfully rebalance those career fields through cross-component
trades—shifting personnel from a career field in one component to the
same career field in another component.
Rebalancing Within Components
It is feasible to rebalance the Army components through increases in
end strength, converting billets from low- to high-utilization career
fields, or some combination of these two strategies. While both the
active component and the Army National Guard have experienced
recent growth, substantial numbers of additional personnel in all
components would be required to bring utilization levels of highutilization skills into alignment with Army averages. Our assessment
is that the Army is not likely to be provided sufficient manpower
authorizations and resources to completely reduce utilization in highutilization career fields.
Converting billets from low- to high-utilization career fields could
partially, but not completely, rebalance the reserve components. This
is because the number of billets needed to bring all high-utilization
career fields to the component average exceeds the number of available
billets in low-utilization career fields. Furthermore, individuals in lowutilization career fields are still doing work, and the Army will probably not want to convert all those billets to high-utilization career fields.
Factors That Affect Rebalancing Across Components
It is also possible to rebalance across components, converting billets from a low-utilization career field in one component to a highutilization career field in another component. Such rebalancing remains
an option as the Army makes decisions about how to size and structure
its components.
However, additional factors, not just the current operational environment, should help determine whether any rebalancing should occur.
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Most important, components are sized and structured not only to meet
current demands but also to meet anticipated future demands. Rebalancing a component by converting billets essentially depletes strategic
depth in one functional area and places it in another. Many anticipated
future scenarios seem to require capabilities and skills similar to those
needed in current operations. If these projections are accurate, rebalancing might be appropriate. However, if existing strategic depth is
important to meet emerging unanticipated demands, additional challenges will arise.
Our analysis reveals that some considerations are important in the
assignment of specific missions but play less of a role in decisions about
reshaping across components. One set of issues concerns the potential
suitability of various missions for reserve forces. It is DoD policy that
both the AC and the RC contribute to meeting defense requirements
across the full spectrum of operations. This implies that both components maintain some depth in all functional areas. However, a mission’s timing considerations will play a role in its assignment. If a mission requires an immediate, high state of readiness, or has a short lead
time, it is best suited to the active component; missions that are more
limited in duration and that allow for a longer dwell period are more
suitable for the RC. Any rebalancing across components should be cognizant of preserving these characteristics of each component.
Another set of issues concerns the relative cost of AC and RC
units. Contrary to conventional wisdom, the data suggest that, for brigade combat teams, there are unlikely to be significant cost savings
from placing operational capabilities in the reserve components instead
of the active component. Rather, the literature suggests that the costs
are roughly identical, although this conclusion is sensitive to a number
of assumptions. The implication is that any rebalancing of operational
units should be done for reasons other than cost.
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Conclusions
Taken together, our analysis suggests a four-step process for policymakers as they consider opportunities to reshape the Army’s active and
reserve components:
1. Are high-utilization skills likely to be in high demand in the future?
If so, then these skills are candidates for rebalancing. If not, this
implies that current demand is only temporary, and our analysis
suggests that an all-volunteer force can sustain above-average
utilization.
2. Are there significant risks associated with too little strategic depth
in high-utilization skills? Even if high-utilization skills are not
likely to be in high demand in the future, policymakers might
determine that the risk of too little strategic depth is significant.
If so, these skills are candidates for rebalancing.
3. Will converting billets from low-utilization skills result in a substantive decrease in the ability to meet demand for those skills?
Assuming that high-utilization skills are identified as candidates
for rebalancing in step 1 or step 2, policymakers need to identify the specific way in which to rebalance. If converting billets
from low-utilization skills will result in a significant decrease in
the Army’s ability to meet demand, policymakers should try to
identify other options. If the risk is low, these skills are candidates for rebalancing.
4. Are there significant risks associated with less strategic depth in lowutilization skills? Finally, policymakers should identify whether
there are risks associated with less strategic depth in these lowutilization skills. If not, these skills are candidates for rebalancing. More generally, policymakers need to identify whether the
risks associated with less strategic depth in these low-utilization
skills are fewer or greater than the risks associated with too little
strategic depth in high-utilization skills.

